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STATE ASSEMBLY UNDERWAY
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:ines Sunday
In Tennessee

ay Halie
ent Man Into
Space In Rocket
Russia

Dr. W. Frank Steeley
Attends New'York
History Convention
-Dr.

Choir
Will Sing Here

•

Administrative .
Officers Named

WEATHER
REPORT

John Billington
Dies In klopkinsville
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U. -S. Founded As Republic ot Democracy
By LYLE C. WILSON
United Press 'staff Correspondent
WASIHNGTCaN ett - Among
the bogus ideas vsluch befuddle
the citizens is the belief that
back there in the 18th Century
the founding fathers set Up the
United States with democracy as
ros form of government.

i

How many exemptions can 1
SUBSCRIPTION RA-TES:•Hy Carrier in Murray, per week 20e, per
claim?
month 85e In Calloway anfl adjoining counties, per year, $3.50; elseEach exemption is a $600 de-J
where. $550.
duction That is, for each exemption you are allowed to make
TUESDAY - JANUARY 7, 1958
•••• •11•I
$600 tax free.

or••••••••••.0.0.•••••••••••.....•••••••••••••••••••••ar0000000.
A BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY
Blessed in the man that warmth not in
the counsel Of the ungodly, nor standeth in
the way of shwa% aor eitteth in the seat of
Psalm 1:1.
-Cho scornful.
The chameleon is not the only creature
that, takes on the color and character of his
• surroundings.
seassweame••••••••••#eowseiamee•••••••emeegweesee~seee••••
.•

Exemptions determine the
amount of tax-free income yuu
are allowed each year, and are
devised to make the tax fair
between single persons, married'
couples, and large and small
tamales.

Sy HALE MuNTC.OMERY

ais servaces, were no longer
If you file a .separate return,
' needed.
you can claim your wife's exempUnited Press Staff Correspondent
Quick on Ji draw, Wild Bill
TOPEKA. Kan. 4.1" -Hold your 4 once 9hot and killed one of his tions only if she has no income
and was not claimed- on any
horses. Wyatt Earp. Wild Bat; own pnlicernen before reahrong
other•taxpayer's return for 1957.
Hickok and Bat Masternan.
he .had the wrong guy, newsIf your wife or husband died
Hiatarrani nave you covered.; paper. records reveai.
in 1957, the additronal exempThey've drawn'a bead Azn-ptir.
In 1869. ;Wild. Bill served a tions for age and blindness are
roatin' toonn' television escapes few months is sheriff of Ellis
de:ermined as at the date of
des, -figunng it's -time for the County. venere a newspaper pain
deatli, rather than December 31st.
facto to head you off al the peas.
this- tribute: "While here he
You ire entitled to one exemp"A halo on the real Wyatt killed several
men. bu: all tion for each dependent. Addi/
4-e been rankly agreed he was juktihed in 5.14 tional
Earp would ha1
exemptions for old age
4 place,- says Nyle
doing."
and blindness apply only to you
secretary .4 the Kansas HistoriHsckok once was lined $6 fur and your wife on husband, not
-ese-eineiety.,‘ Kansas is ellpeelan, Slugging a man „during a visa to,
dependents,
intereatedin the current popu- to Topeka' Later reports had
'
Each
dependent must qualify
larity of . these 19th Century nan atreseed in 1876 in Wyoming
under all five ,of the following
Donner marshals because it was as a sagrant. Evenitially. tie was
conditiOns.
in Kansas -net they dad much -shut to 'death ep a gambling saI. Dependent - must have reof Shea marshaling
Ohm.
:Cris:est over une-half of his sup_
marshal
at port from You in 1957.
7
Tweit'Aanine ttisitery .
maim. foam
W ows Calchtell. Kan. reques.ed a short
leave of absence and Was shot . 2 Dependent did not have over
twast.Eannas hanory a bit.\Noth.. iig to set nied ,sis about. ,
.1 01w. to death a month later for rob- $600 incerne in 1957, besides
,
awn. and oc•-coo
aa.o.„ doi; jos. 1:44141 a Dank in the next county. what you provided: unless the
M.Lier 'says •"rie case ot matt dependent was your chil4 or
nut Miller -id:is as: no
:ssocie--es ar,a
taetua:
low . • pre.erveltan.aixs

James Madison was effective
in oeeririg the Conalitution away
The Founding Fathers did no from democracy. He expressed
LCS •ANGELES,--US 7- Betsuds thing. Mere is, in fact, no the self-seeking ownetivers of
good word in the United States factions or blocs within a politi- ter understanclinerof a dolicately
balanced
mechanism
in 'the
Conatitution for the political sys- cal a)arty.
stomach which aids in maintaintem known as democracy in
Not Sad In leself
ing proper acid balance has
which the tellers count all the
heads, empty or not, and give
The journal of constitutional chanty deurgical methods -fur
treating ulcers.
the decision to the must nuener- discussion indicates that
the auDr. Edward R. Woodward of
thors did not reject democracy
University
the
of
California
because
it
was
if
bad
itself.
Politic.at orators and others,
Medical School, Los Angeles, has
They
rejected
democracy
more enaeseeruel that 'he flow
oven including editorial writers,
c‘t horbecause it was deemed unsuitacontinue, however, to sound
mones stimuhtine acid secretion
ble
to a nation already so large In
with such deathless phrases as:
the stomeSch iiat olt when
This great democracy, and so in area and numerous in popula- the acid-alkaline balance reaches
tion
as
the
cornibining
13
Coionforth
g certain point :Phase hormones
are secreted at a place aver the
Democracy Was Rejected
These
facts
are
intimately
restomach's exit called the antrum.
The Founding Fa th e rs deliberlated to the national and con- The antrum
ately rejected democracy as uncomprises about 20
gressional
discussion
expected per cerr of the stomach.
desirable and _established the
this year seeking mare satisFood in the stomach stimulates
United States as a representative
factory processes of nominating antrum (hormone
secretion 'which
republic. 9pecifical1y guaranteeand electing presidents of the causes acid
secretion. The upset
ing to each state a republican
United States. ..There has been of the
normal mechanism may
form of government (Article 11/;
national dissatisfaction with the be a cause of
gastric ulcers,
Section 41.
presidential elective process arid Woudwa rd said.
lp contrast to the democratic
or head-coun:ing political form
which the Constitution rejected,

ADD NEW SHELF SPACE ANYWHERE

By GAY PAULEN,
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK 4P - Why do we
make New Year's resolutiorfs7
"Because of ,our sense of guilt
.. our eagerness, to expiate and
improve ourselves." says Dr.
James
Bender, a leading psychologist.
Then, why do we break them!
-Well!' said Bender. "it's because we are imperfect manifestations of God's creation. We'll
never., be perfect. but we keel

r,

_

or if over 19 years - of age. a
n • is fictional. When pee- full time 'student, in which case
y.
ask to Itnak at his records, the dependent child can earn
to TV program
s.'
:ells. them, -nothing. can any amount' as long as you
Take Ws.ca Larp.
actually provide over one-half of
oe furnithed."
„On TV for Jae paat two years.
the cost of support.
,
ht has been marshal
Wieratta.1ItUNS, IN THE FdAdllif 417 3. Dependent is not cleaned- by
er. NW' Earn vilas ocwaturn11
any other taxpayer and does
iana n.,than a fear, and
•
not file a joint return with anonis as- an assietant ertairshai He
CHARLOTTESVILLE. Va. 4P other taxpayer For instanCe, do
we- fired in 11176 far gelting sr,o
June' gate bob not list a dependent married
an garestion day bribriso
&4111es Weda"""Y• the daughter v.ht, files a joint return
'
'
'a
After' *La:. he moved - oeer •tot-'
0-4g. (.4t) ad sti.„4
deimity
baby born here in 1956. with her husband.
1 in
marshal for four )ears under Her sister had baby N
4 Dependent must be a citizen
IVItTioand in 1956 -her brother's
Masa-rem
Ea
According
to
(it the United States or a resident
Wife
took
the
honor.
newspaper so& unto al the time.
of the United . States. Canada,
Ws-ate Lance ran afoul of a musMexico The Republic of Panama
•
cular Dodge Cos ciancehall
or the Canal Zone.

Ld

Fran/tic Bell Ith boned her and
as fthsd one dollar for the
• •0 melee.
Bo• Masters in?
Thrown Into Jail
•Ir:-;*y he wa• tossed .re,- jail tri
.
1877. f r a blotatly
hen: gr,
Dodge City with Sheriff - Larre'l
Dec r Ba• was fined $25. Soi
tr.. non later. 'he voters ,f Dodge
C.'-• put ban in as sheraff:
The N wernber. 1877. issue of
the C••••ker C•tS4 Time. starec
the story ,if Mace-iv -n's brawl
. with' Dever bs saying.
•riandred- t
the- city. thetgaingiri
i,t rod shags(
f-if busilleas.
ts
rn be
fl iodine the city. is
condo. is' of affa.rs 'hat
not o ntirnie .n D gig( City
--trig a:thou.
irtipo
"
In 18ao. Ba• cowiter star and
•'•
•
;or „oi
Amick On Draw,
_
Wild Bili Hick-,k in 1871 wa•
- ineronsitoot-An:leant-an eiser-m- I
•rai'..:a-ent toot., • awn
was dignoott if se ,.in•
isti,hs because ti.
t..- nasea
4 • ven and
0, 'tie bad guys
-

r

p.
is

Reasons For
Resolutions
Are Given

-anctcr-re--yew or --agi:too

-41--oungirrme-7-a----enttar.•

New Discovery
Changes Surgery
For Ulcers

al

You art entitled to one exemption for yourself. You are entitled to one additional exemption if. on December 31. 1951,
you had attained 65 seats of
age, or if you were blind.
If you were both 65 and blind.
iyou are entitled to two additional
exemptions. You are also •entitled to exemptions oh the same
basis for your wife, if you file
a joint return.

Halo Out Of Place On
Wyatt Earp And Others

the Republicans form is properly agitated mammon of It f o r
defined like this:
many more than 100 years.
A state in wnich the sovereign
In establishing ihe present
power resides in 't h e people
(qualified voters) and is exercised by representatives elected
by them. -

_

Bender. 53, an auton lecturer
and, consultant to business _and
industry, said the best way to
make resolutions is not once a
year, but once a day.
Take Them Like Medicirtn.....,,
"Tithe them like - a dose of
medicine, every morning on ans.
ing, or at bedtime," he said.
He believes must persons are
completely sincere as they sit
cit.wra at this time of the year
to list their 10--All of us are
basically interested in bettering
ourselves."
But having followed, the usual
pattern for many years. and
finding I still ..am one of rhose
-imperfect Manifestations." I've
5 Dependents must' be closely. launched a new system this
related to you- or be anyone year. My resolutions list' hardly
.else who meets requirements 1, is for self-improvement, but is
2. 3 and 4 above and had your guaranteed easy to keep.
resolve:
home as his principal place of
-Ti, go ahead and rim up . my
abode and was a merAber oaf
your household. ettri if not ie- charge5 accounts. let "the stores
worry, for a •change.
lated itryou.'
-To quit offering scats to
If the depenstent has worked old ladies on, buses and subwayi;
part time and earned 'less than it they're able to. travel, they're
$600 in 1957 or was your •child -able to stand.
under 19 or over 19 'and a 'slit!
,
Quit Selina Cheerful
dent', and income tax was with-To quit being cheerful in
held from suCh earnings, tIte the morning toe-bus...drivers and
dependent_ snotikl _Itle a. tax-re-_ elevator . operators:: a , smile. geugturn to secure refund of she tax only grunt and scowl anyvi-a).
withheld.
,
To stop trying to save
This will in no way prevent money: Uncle Sam takes a big
you from also • claiming the chunk and what's left can't lie
exemption 'for- the dependent, with you.
.
,provided. of course. that .depen- . -To call the police every time
dent meets all five of the above my apartment house neighbors
conditions.
•
throw a party beyond the 11
If your dependent can qualify p.m. curfew. May not be goodin elle other ways except that neighborly. but it'll make --a
yuirdo not ftirninonver one-half quieter 1958.
01 his support :then perhaps you
-To stop coubting calories,
can 'arrange with the others who opee the waistline is out of
contribute to his slapport for hand,'1 will break this resolution
you -to claim. the credit _anyway and by that time, someone
wRI
under a Multiple Support Agree- come to my rescue with a neW
merit - Form 2120.
wonder diet.

•

The equivalent ot an extra closet in your house
In lust minutes by mounting on a door or wall. ancan be had
shelf- the Door 'N Wall. The unit goes well in theadjustable
kitchen,
- recreation room, or even in a witsted wall inside a
closet. Bath.
room door location provides extra space for
medicine chest .over• flow. A bedroom ',Bit ran be used to keep games and
floor - and teach 2,unior to keep his room neat, Othertoys off the
tions- on the inside of an under-the -sink cabinet door good likefor cleans
ing materials; on a kitchen door or wall•for pot tope
toys and bottle.; in the recreation room for plants, or baby foods,
toys,
games: in
a closet for children', school books, rubbers,
countlasa small items which never seem to find a scarves, and .the
permanent home.
The shelves are finished in glossy 'baked enamel
posts are in attractive copper. Shelves expand from and mounting
14 in. to 24 in.
wide and 'may be placed anywhere on the two
vertical mounting
posts.

TUESDAY

Electoral College process, some
TODAY'S NEWS TODAY IN
if the authors of the ConstituTHB DAILY LEDGER & TIMES
tion ,felt that they had disposed
of tne most difficult of all the
problems confronting them, but
without inticti confidence that
they had done it well.
Funeral Home
Trend is Indicated
The direction of discuion in
Service - Equipped
recent years has been generally
with Oxygen
toward more democracy and less
- Friendly Service representative republicanism in
the election of presidents. There
311 N. 4th St. Ph. 98
has been cinwiderable Support
the Electoral
for abandonment
College and for a direct popular
vote.
HOSPITAL
A direct popular .vote -for US.
AND
senators was ivtablished by the
17th Amencknent in 1912. They
- SURQICAL
had been chosen by state legisletures. That may indicate a
trend. Regardless of the 17th
A/mends:tient, however, and talk
Phone 1867-W
4 direct election of presidents,
there is no doubt what the Constitution's authors thought of po1604 Calloway
litical democracy.
Local Representative
They did not trust it and they
Business Men's Assn. Co.
'ere against It,

Max. H. Churchill

•

a

INSURANCE
H. R. SCOTT

Do It Yourself Pile
Driver Developed

WAVES TO
waves to ks
ment of.11C
persons wa

CEDAR RAPIDS, lowa
A new diesel pile hairunier developed by i Link-Belt Speeder
Corp. will allow a crane owner
to transform his equipment Into
a do-it-yourself pile driver.
The pile hammer. which can
be operated by one man is easily
tnansportable, completely selfcontained and needs no auxiliary
equipment A single cable to
hoist the hammer into the vertical .guide rails is all that is
needed to position and start ita
operations.
According to the c‘nr wry,the
diesel hammer elimmates the
need for compressors, boilers,
high pressure hoses, fresh' water
supply and otthe requiment needed
for the .convihttorral or
steam ttaininiare

'1'1

Jet
Full

•:CtJt

Fr ritonrt

Ile N. 9th
UNIVISy. Ky.
• u sane
Iraolasile

The Fulton C
to the Jets f
before host Not
rocketed to a
the final canto
North Mars)
their big win

et.
Ph. 1177
a
Gas Ina

United
*Basket]
' Rating;

SCOTT DRUG CO

1

"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS'?
Corner at

4th & Main

Phone 433

•
America's Lowest-Priced Three!

1
•.!"-

DESPERADO-Howard L.. St ot.
lit languishes behind bars after he and a companion. Roger
A Hoskins. 19. held five men
and a woman captive in an
Inglewood Calif- be. Politescads of - thein--surrounded the
place with a bristling ring of
Finally tear gee
shotguns
raised mewl. ( nternattonal)

••••

••

•

••AP.
•
CANA
S.

A 1110.ASEAN P00011 S CON;T F NCI
CLOSES IN CAIII0 CONC/fAu..•.C.
IMPTIPIAliSTA !STAIR:U.1.1NT Of
FOISIFIGN MOU/AllY SAWS.(Met
TOO up*.sC•TTON Of AORTA. PIET
ELECTION ON Tot UNIFICATION Of
VIII MAC ASTASTION THAT 11.11Aft
Si "SAS! 00 ISPOISIALISIA WINCH
TMOSATINS MIDDLE !AST PIACT

$2055, hundreds
of dollars below all other makes.
You can buy these cars, with equipment
listed above,at prices quoted here. Call your
dealer now for a guest-drive and Scotsman
price delivered to your door.
Buidniaaa and Conuneroial operators!

sized station wagon, just

See the new Scotsman Panel-wagon. Side panels
come out easily...convert it from panel vehicle
to family station wagon. One car, one low cost:
two uses.

runson PRO-US

,

UNITED
STATES

See the 4-door Scotsman sedan priced at
$1874 ... and America's lowest-priced, full-

CAIHOS P G•PCIA
IS SWOON IN AS
POUITH POISIOENT
OP PHILIPPINES.

.
•

Southern Cal 60

This low pries includes heater defroster, directional signals, spare tire and wheel, double
aipers, mirror. Pay only local taxes, if any, and transportation from South Bend, Indiana.

There's complete comfort for six in the
modern and stylishly functional interior of
a Scotsman. And there's operating economy
. up to 29 miles per gallon on regular
gasoline. Thrifty SS it is, the Scotsman is a
full-sized car, with the extra Studebaker
craftsmanship that means lowest ,upkeep
while you drive,higher value when you trade.
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UNIT

&Columbia 110 Cit
INiagara 55 Villi
Brown 76 Harvt
Lehigh 73 Albri
• $11
Davidson 84 Ws
George Washing
Loyola (La.) 79
Memphis St. 53
Tulane 67 Geor
Florida 81 Louis
Mississippi Stati
nTenn. Tech 53 1
"Auburn 71 Min
Kentucky 86 V;
Nil
..• Michigan 70 Wi
Purdue 69- Ipdia
Notre Dame 83
Kansas State 71
Iowa 70 Illinois
Xavier (Ohio) 71
Montana State
Missouri 55 Ne
Wash. (Mo.) U.
Soul
Tulsa 59- Drake
East Tex, St. 61
Oklahoma St. 6
Arkansas 68 B;
Bradley 75 Hot
Tex, Western 71
New Mex. Mal.

it
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The Unbeaten Murray Knights Hand
Second Place Benton A Defeat Mon:
Nine Murray Knights Enter Scoring
3rd major League
Column,They Beat Benton 77.65
Is Big Possibility

1

3 NEWS TODAY IN
.Y LEDGER & TIMES

MOMMIM6
•
. H. Churchill

•

'uneral Home

Nice - Equipped
with Oxygen
riendly Service
4th St. Ph. 98

OSPITAL
'NO
URG1CAL

3URANCE
hone

Landolt
13
Smikoski
Peterson
II
Fieshear
2
Doden
Brooks
Kiser
4
Bradley
..
Last Night's Results
Murray Knights
18 37 $4 17
Benton Merchants . 16 29 4415

would be interested in the competition.
"But in
the development
PITTSBURGH 1
— Branch of the new time
league's players would
Rickey said today a third • major approach
those in the older two
league is a possibility—if the leagues.
New York City territory is closed
to the National League.
"It's an open invitation to
form a new league since there
Prinectoe Atoms
19 39 65 95
is only one major league team
Hugg The Druggist
14 35 57 86
in a metropolitan area where
there h'a d been three," said
Possum Trot
24 42 69 9(
Rickey, who turns 76 ,1KOKYCunningham
21 38 56 83
"There are many cities with
WAVES TO "SULIECTS"—Rose Bowl Queen Gertrude Wood, 17,
great populations and a gurning
Feast .Construction
19 44 6212
waves to her "subjects" from float in the 69th annual Tournadesire to have major league baseLyon Co. -Merchants 32 50 88 84
ment of .Roires parade in Pasadena, Calif. More than a million •
ball.
persons watched.
(international Soundph.oto)
Lista Possibilities
"Toronto is in a beautiful
MILWAUKEE, Wis. (IP —VetKentucky College
situation for a new league. And eran catcher Del Rice, a fine
Basketball
Results
so are Fort Worth, Dallas. St. defensive backstop for the world
Paul and Minneapolis. Why, Los champion Milwaukee Bra v es.
Angeles and San Francisco are looks to the 1958 season — his
new in the majors and yet they 14th in major league baseball —
by United Press
are looking forward to being with the determination of a
Kentucky 86 Vanderbilt 81
two-team cities."
rookie plugging for the first
Tennessee Tech 53 Eastern 52, at
Rickey said he believes the team. C-eorgetown 97 Union 54
time has come When there could
"I'm in.-top-Shape," said the
Lindsey-Wilson 95
35-year old Rice Friday •-after
be four major leagues.
WATER-SKIING TIME-These
Western Freshmen R7
"But of course, the minor returning his signed contract for
aquamaids at Winter 'Haven.
leagues would suffer. The en- the coming season to Brevet
The- Fulton City Bump clung t himble witf
seem
Fla
to
that
,
agree
skimh INIon for e
thfirst- trance
of - radio and television General Manager John Quinn, -- ming over the warm water can
to the Jets for three perieds three perlodsore
tW
finally pulling
he proximity - of . major "and I'm- going to stay that
before host North Marshall sky- away -an the last quarter. The and
be lots of fun. (International)
,
rocketed to a 70-57 victory in Jets were leading by only tour league competition, because of way."
----weT1-=batilt six-footer
the final canto hitenday night. , points, 31-27, at the halftime expended - traniportatIon facilities . Rice, 4
North Marshall, down froth intermission and had , enlarged have hurt the minor , leagues," plus, said he is "very satisfied"
with his new contract and "well
their big win over' Benton. had their margin by only one point he said.
Additions Not Feasible
-- satisfied" to be on the Braves
at the end of three, 45-40. The
• Rickey told the United Press roster until -I quit baseball.
North picked up steam in the
he didn't believe 'the addition They'll have to take the uniform
NEW YORK 118 —The United ,
last st a n z a and successfully
of a. ninth and tenth teams In off me to get_me to do that."
conelleitbasketball ratings"'
launched another - Victory.
Press
the National and American Leag(with first-place -votes and wonForrest was the big gun for
ues would be feasible.
the _Bulldogs.. with _20_ ptipts.
/oat records through Jan. 4 in
HOHMAN M.-+LLER
"Thisre - are-not -emitter plea ei
•eress--ratrrsg----boarti,-- -made • West
tre added 16 for the losers.
parentheses):
of major league caliber to expand
United Press Sports Writer
Virginia their No. 1 choice. Nine
North Marshall again presented a
Team
Points.
.
the leagues," he said..,
voted for Kansas ,(10-1), three
balanced attack led. by Lampley
Virginia
I.
W
(21)
YORK
NEW
(10-0>309
—West
VirII?
"But we have all. the players
for North Carolina (9-1) and
with 21 and Doyle and Hall with
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The unbeaten Murray Knights, dropped Bugg The Druggist, 95leader of the Atomic Valley .86, Feast Construction bested
Independent League, handed Lyon County 92-84, and Possum
second place Benton, a 77-65
o t defeated a Cunningham
defeat in the Carr Health Build- squad 96-83.
ing Monday night for their eighth
Bob Miller arid Jimmy Tucker
consecutive victory.
connected for 19 and 18 points
Nine Knights entered the scor- respectively as Hardin outlasted
ing columns. as--Murray relied Mayfield in a terrific offensive
upon a balanoed offensive at- battle. But another Bob. Bobby
tack a nd superior rebounding Wilson of Mayfield took game
spiced with their fast,-break, in honors with a sizzling 32 points.
deciding the issue. Murray led Princeton Was out front.. at the
at every quarter stop in their end of every quarter stop in
triumph over a Benton roster handing defeat to H,ugg. Franklin
that contained familiar faces to gof 18 for the winners and Frank
Waggoner and, Lynn Cole paced
local fans. Among those W
known were Coy Creason aid the losers with"21 points each.
Feast Construction had to come
Stedman Baker. Creason, a Tember of the Brewers state teurna- from behind in the final canto
ctyi full court press to down
meht team, played for Memphis whi.
Lyon County Merchants after
State and Baker wy be re- t
membered as a mains a, at Ben- having trailed the first three
ton High School a
also a an quarters. Peyton spearheaded the
attack with 37_ points. Lyon
able baseballer:-flfPeterson, 6-9 ,entVfor the County was led `by Robertson
Knights,' led JIe Victors' attack with 33. Tesley ripped the cords
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'He was assisted svith 35 points but was unable
by O'Rear
with 14 and Lan- to stop the Possum Trotters who
dolt (t
playing coach) with rolled over Cunningham, 96-83.
The Murray Knights will travel
13 porn . Collie paced the losers
to Fredonia next Monday night
With I.E points.
•
to take on the Princeton Atoms,
•
In Other Game.
Knight Scoring
Hardin took a high scoring
affair from Mayfield Sun-Drop. M ikez
-122-113, the - Princeton Atoms O'Reardon
- 14

By RUDY CERNKOVIO
United Press Sports Writer
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Murray Will Attempt Third Win
Against Kentucky Wesleyan Wed.
Murray State, fresh ,trom vie- Wesleyan and Middle games, they
tories over two of Kentucky's will play Memphis State at Murbest basketball teams-, the Uni- ray.
versiz
..of•Louisville and Western,' The victory over Western at
will atrempt to • make it three Bowling , Green was the nest
In a row Wednesday night when for- a Thoroughbred team there
they play Kentucky Wesleyan 'since 1941 and only their third
at Owensboro.
for the entire series, in which
Western has won 50 games to
After a meager season -beginning which saw them Idie five Murray's 23.
of their first eight games, 'titer.,The Breda held
the.Hilltopperei
Thoroughbreds caught fire In .a the highest, scoring team in the
New Year's night game against nation with an 86.5 average.
to
Louisville., defeating the Cards 55 points in the game, out re75-61, and then' downed Western bounded them 34-29,
out shot
• Saturday night on the Hilltop- them from the field 23-22,
and
pers' floor, 57-55.
Jut 11 of 14 free throws to
Western's 11 of 25.
One of the Racers' early wins
was over Wesleyan. 80-69, and
Coach 'Reji-. Alexander said that
another Was over,. Eastern. on' his team played . sine of the
which coupled with elle Western best defensive games he ever
victory put them atop the OVC. had seen, and he singled out for
The Racers won't get back —to praise Guard Joe Willmere, who
their OVC schedule until Jas. held high .scoring Owen Lawson
IS, when they play Middle Teo- to, 5 points. Quitman Sullin's
nessee at Murray. Between the .Murray
big ceatec, played his
.
.

usual strong game on the backboards and collected nine field
goals in his best offensive effort
of the ycar. Five other Murray
players contributed six or more
points.
Coach Alexander who had been
experimenting with his lineup- in
previous games. Seethe To. have
found the right combination in
the lag two _gainer.. Thie eombination consists of Ken Wray
a n d Terry Darnall. forwards;
Sullins, center, and Willmore and
Gerald Tabor, guards.
The Murray coach repor13' That
he is quite worried about the
Wesleyan game. He fears that
his team may have a let down
after : Western and they may
be looking ahead to the Saturday
night battle with Memphis' State,
The WesleYan 'team is led by
Kelly -Coleman. 'who hat a 26.3
scoring average, sixth highest in
the nation. The Panthers have
won 4 of 10 games.
—

THE CALLOWAY COUNTY TAX BOOKS ARE
NOW OPEN FOR LISTING OF 1958 TAXES

K.R.S. Sec. 132.220 Reads; -It shall be the cli.MCof all
persons owning or haying any interest in any property
to list such property with the County Tax Commissioner
between January 1 and March 1 of each year...
For the 1958 tax year it will be necessary for owners of
property to contact the Tax Commissioner's office and
properly list all taxable property.

Robert Young
Calloway County Tax Commissioner
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Schools To Combat
Reds Established
IS per word far one day, minimum ei• 17 words ter 1110e - 80 per word foe three days. Clarielfled ada •re payable In advents".
Phone Murray' 669.

trig a licensed , beauty _operator?
We train and place you in good
paying jobs in six months. All
•
books, tools and supplies turnLETS GET Acquainted. Thru the
month of January we will give L,Shed by the school. Tutition
$175. Write or contact Ezell
15 Top Value Stamps for each
Beauty School, 208 So. 6th St.,
dollar you spend for oil change
Murray, Ky.
J7C
or grease job. 10 stamps for each
3 gallons of gas. Let a man with
15 years of service station exFOR RENT
perience service your car. We
fell that you Will enjoy doing
business with us for it pleases .NICE 6 Room House about four
us to please you. Free parking miles west on blacktop. Rent
with all sereice. For pick up cheap. A:ailable now. Galloway
Insurance & Real Estate Agency,
and delivery phone
J7C
znemiber: If you don't trade with Ph. 1062. Home 151-M.
we ,both lose. Shell Service
Station, 6th & Main St., Murray, HOUSE on Hazel highway. Hot
J8C and cold water, electric heat,
Kentucky,
wired for electric stove. Phone
J7C
SINGER Sewing Machine Sales 738-M-2 after 300.

NOTICE

FRESH FISH. Leonard Wood, 1
Combination baby carrigae and male on Coldwater Road, Phone
r bed. Good condition. Phone 1067-M. Open from noon during
J8P week days, all day Sat.
4-J.
F4C

HIMSELF-Cblef autbhi "Gaither repo' that
ig kept top secret over
jectiona of • number
sitional leaders la H..
i Gaither (above). The
armed services cantinas
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ibpoenaed IL&a wttneari.
committee may demand
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ERFECTPON oil and 25D gallon
nk. Grover Wade, . Hazel Ky. NORGE -Oil' Heater w.ith blower.
hone HY-2-2483.
.1-11P Good condition. Could heat four
or five room house. Conner ImJ7C
BEDROOM House on North plement Co. Phone 1313.
7th St., write Cody Bray, 6718
So. Karlov Ave., Chicago 29, 114. Mahogany drum to table, 2 saep
J9P type end tables, coffee table.
Priced reasonable. Mrs. Eurie
MODERN 3 bedroom house on
Garland, 316 S. 9th.
No. 18th. Call '441, Sam Kelley:
J9C
MEW & USED pianos. Seiburn
1946 WILLYS JEEP. 4 - wheel -Whee, 401 Chestnut Si., Mtirray,
rive. In very good condition. • Ky.
J 13P
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By PETER WEBB
United Press Staff Correspondent
BONN, Germany as - Thgee
special -schools have been established in West Germany to combat Communist subversion.
But they are not concerned
with the strange, half-world of
spies., underground couriers, and
state secrets.
Their purpose is to counter
the Communist attack in the
world.tif ideas, and to prepare
Western minds for service on the
ideological battleground.
Opening the "Eastern College"
in Cologne, West Genfaar4nterior
Minister Gerhard Schroeder
warned that Communism's main
aim remained world revolution.
It was not enough, he added.
to' fight • Communism by "laws,
court decisions and administrative measures." The struggle Must
also be waged on the political'
and intellectual level where the
ideology and half-truths of Com-

and Service oil all makes, la 4-ROOM
HOUSE, oil heater, munist doctrine could be weighed
mile on Lynn Griive Road. Leon a,..'ittlable now, 502 S. 7th- Street, in
the balance aril c,:rnpared
Hall. Phone 934-J.,
Jac $.10 month. Allen Rose, 510 S. to the
ideals of Western demoJ13C cracy.
Elizabeth Morton Cathey h a s 6th.
Has Precedent
I'
' Stall( at the College
-The Cologne College, patterned
Beauty ,Shop as full-time operaFOUND -1 on Britain's Wilton Perk where
tor. By appointment, she will be
Germans studied democratic proavailable evenings after 5110. She
otoii),..cl from Pulaski, LOST:, Bird dog, old Brandon's cesses after World War II, has
Tenn.,. where she was associated Mill area, white, setter female 10 resident professors who aron one range the week-long courses;
fue-ewt, -years will a beauty_ with srnaii _orange sp
v.htle some 60 experts on Sender
shop
.
. She exterids cordial invita- ear. Collar with--name.
lions to friends to call her at Reward if found. Ed:re 'Roberts. affairs, both German and foreign
art. availably as guest lecturers
Subjects dealt with include
LENDING LIBRARY, the Raven Black halt Cocker Spaniel puppy dialectical materialism, Soviet
Book Shop; 202 South 4th. Read with while tips on feet, wearing economic 'development, the church
Raintree Count y, Truman's red harness. Name "Ricky." U under Communist rule, nature
J9C science in the Soviet. Union,
Memories, 'new fiction.
J7P seen please call 1764-M.

EOST&

----.---ARE YOU interested In becom.-

Services Offered

law*,

Sounding for land It's 8,297 feet under snow and ice.

•

Conducting masa at the South Pole.

POLAR PRIEST ON JOB-Here Is the Rev. Daniel Linehan, S.%
Boston college's famed Polar priest, in activities in Antarctica.
He made religious history Dec. 5 when he conducted the first
mass at the South Pole.
(Intereationat Soserdp/totos)

POSITION STAaiLiZED

EXPERIENCED baby sitter will
keep children in my home or
y.rur heme. Mrs. Vadie Coursey,
506 Pine -atter
if-7P

ne.Ao Arocr,

rgmoved tree.
Radio dispatched' trucks. Duncan
Tankage Co. Preempt service 7
days a week: Call long distance
collect, Ma-yfield 433, Union City
1308.
A7C
WILL EX) _washing and ironing
,my home. Satisfaction guaranteed. Reasonable rates. Phone
1723.
J9P

ISA

-he Doctor Husban

NEW "MISS FRANCE"-Munique Nagler, blonde oeauty from
Normandy, waves to well-wishers after winning title "Miss
France 1958" in Toulouse. Runners-up are Francoise Radureau
(Internotturtal Soutalphoto)
(left) and Evelyne Rieke..

's

11,1•57 by Elizabeth Seifert. Reprinted by permissio• of the novel's,. publisher.
Dodd, Mesd & Co. Distributed by Klee Feature* Syndicate.

SELF-SERVICE HOSPITAL
' LONDON P - Lancet, the
journal of Britain's medical profession, suggested today the -doityourselE,:, care may spread to
medicine in the form of -self
SeYeriCit 114Stels.„" An _eniturial in
the turrehtissue of Lancet proposed the establishment of hostels
-as opposed to hospitals-where
"suitable- patierhy can stay overnight for outpatient . treatment,
nad wards without nursing supervision where patients can look
after themselves.

any'grave memorial or grave marker ever damaged that is placed in your marker: and tI4 is without cost or burden to your children- or future
generations through perpetual care.
For more information on this limited program,. •
call Murray, 133.

MURRAY MEMORIAL GARDENS, Inc.
Perpetuating the beauty of life and the memory

of the people of Calloway County
by Ernie Busluniller

NANCY
CHAPTER 31
"What was his diagnosis?That's become an.
- tniportant
A MONTH on the sec- '-A dissected aneurism, and
branch of medicine again, and-"
unel
Thursdays
the
, big-enough one to cut off circula"You don't, think you could?"
SlatI entertaineu the District tion. That's when he drew pic"I'm afraid not For one thing,
Medical iocietS M linnet , and tures
Heart, arteries, and so we couldn't overconte the pride he
turnishecl a program afterwards , fortir.•'
takes in being a neart specialist.
"Is he right, do you thihk ?"
designed to interest and inform
But that's what I mean about
the doctors present.
"I doubt if he is right Of Dana - wrfy he should never have
Foe the February meeting the course I'm not a specialist in cir- stopped being a first-rate g.p to
doctors were asked to bring with culatory diseases. but Haws and become a second-rate heart man."
therU si oie - interesting case for • I both advised an exploratory. He
"Perhaps," said Tracy slowly,
group discussion. it could be • -Dana-tells us that one would "perhaps the fault ties with your
present case or a past one.
be fatal!"
credentials committee. You men"Why, it needn't be . . even tioned the tact that doctors won't
These medical society meetings
always made Tracy Keenly aware ti he is right and there is aneur- record • vpte against another docof her exclusion from professional ism. What's ne going to do?"
tor. MaySe your dint- Adminismatters.
"Nothing
site wished tillichael
Except day-to-day trator should be the one to allot
would invite net tc attend lust medication. Her sure as all get- Staff positions to your men, or
one of thorn., Hitt MIT! for the out teat the aorta wall will per- men to the places I suppose I
Christmas meeting at en all the forate: shelf hemorrhag- and of mean. firrimmn?"
wives were feted guests he would course die.
"No. I'd be against that Of

nNCE

Ill

pany

family to want
le most iMOktyou should in-

.-rkclore he

"Dana was pretty smug to'
not consider taking net. She'd
stireiy give ripeasil..awray, he said. flight about all of us failing to
make
his diagnosis. He strutted
Yes sometimes women did attend
-the lab tioOmician or the (heti- around, grinning, and patting
cian-bat not a wife supposedly himself on the back, and when
ignorant 01 medical practices Oh. some stooge asked in an awed
yes. ne'd tell herabout the .dia- tone bow he'd - ached that diagnosis, he reared back and incusmiona!
Anil ne did, sometimes. He did formed us that he did a lot of
when he came home after this reading. And if we'd only do
meeting, his cheeks and lips cold, enough to keep up on Our Jour,
his tweeds smelling of the tobacco anis
smoke which had Impregnated
"Oh. Michael."
"1 didn't think up the right
everything in the assembly room.
He stretched out In his big answer for him until I was drivchair. "It was quite a moratrig," ing home-which of course was
that he wouldn't have time to
ne reflected. -A real rhubarb."
read either if heal accept all sorts
"tryriti give your case?"
HT eyes flashed behind his of ealls. The 'mat of Its keep too
drooping lids. "IPIACk, no' Wasn't . busy to read the latest copy of
time. A couple of the visiting the Journal,"
Tracy giggled. -That's where
men gave cases, then Dane took
over and that finished the even- he got his diagnosis, all right. 'the
feature Milt* tri- the last Issue
ing "
Tracy moved to a place on the was on aneurlsmii."
'little
hearth rug beside Michael. "Tell
"I know that. He's a nice.
co" she laid exeltedly
guy in many ways. But the big
"I shall hut Ed still have to truth Is, Tracy, he Is not a heart
Y he was cute. You free..he gave specialist! That heri become so

suggests

clean and the
pritie in their

iflce

e time you get mov-

c.,

he trim. See if it is
)articular with small
such as outside en-

n in order that there
keep the best room
-

his case history with all the
ptoms, and then he asked 'ca
make a diagnosis
And when
one of tis came up with Ills

......

off from the guest

playroom and also

ores he bounced like a rubr tall"
"voter was his ease"
i "Well. f'll tell It to- YOU as he

all closets should be

itentrsi it

this woman-- seventy-eight -th a growing naralvsit in her
Sevilrf pain in the
et limbs
eat blood shown Tri the. eputum
in the twine. Now you're mimed to tell to What ail. her."
-Whit Waft
dieenretts" A
Slot"_
.
"Yes. mine and 'several others'
?thou/
suggested
asked
lin then he

)roper crecknig, also

s and also

e

Sçems he had -has

the e..11ild-

mops and brooms,
•

tiorh--I-f- you are
and check with

treatment: Mir!' velum SrP
saititaismilents. nerrowed like
g rooster and informed its that

we'd he dead wrong
*lean /rad.*

And he did

very Intricate a specialty

.

She sighed. and nodded.
"Along that -tine." said Michael,
"Strom). who Is on the credentials
committne of the Medical Society,
and of erairtre Is with the cliniche passed river Hans last spring.
and took his child's heart condition to a Roston mecialist, who
still treats the her"
-That's not rood." Tracy
agreed. 'Tint when Dr. Stroup
roes m Jetting (sans eerve the
clinic am Its heart revectellet• fie
shows from his action that he
knows the clinic ahrhild have a
more rairripetent man"
"We've talker/ shoot the Rittlnlion a little Stream and I. Serous*. of emirs. I take care of his
boy here.-- it*. rheumatic fever.
von know! And we both wish we
could devise some way to get

Dana hack into general practice.

course I do think the Administrator should be on the committee,
whether he's a doctor or not.
Though that's hypothetical in our
case. We don't have an Administrator."
Sat eat up and looked at Mithought Reese . . ."
chael.
"Business Manager. And that
only. I think they need a )oint
Administrator for the clinic and
the hospital. There should definitely be some way to give the
whole set- up more coordination.
A credentials committee to accept
or reject the claaatfIcatIon atihe
Medical Society's group, and an
overall-v.:ell-Administrator who
could work with the various medical committees, and not be so
queasy about ethics."
"I wouldn't especially want the
Job, would your' Though I can
see that the clinic could ose a
Director of that sort."
"I'd take on such a job, perhaps, if my specialty weren't
along other lines, and Tm certainly going to work on getting a
joint Administrator," said Michael with satisfaction. "Win you
help me?"
"Oh, Michael!" she protrafretT swiftly, "I'm out of it. Remember?"
He didn't reply for a long minute. Then he spoke in a troubled
have an Increasing feeltone.
ing that you should not be out
of If"
-"But
"Yes. I know why you wanted
to do things this way. Put-you
are interested!"
"Of course I'm later:rated!'
Tracy pare a surprise rIeft
to Michael', office and dIsemi.
pm a shrieking situation Don't
miss tomorrow's dramatic inalit amt.!'t
of "The Doctor's
Husband."
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INDEED,THEY ARE. WIT NOT,
(CHUCKLE) ORDINARY RADIOS.
THESE SETS CAN SEND A
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IT WILL PAY YOU TO READ AND
REMEMBER THIS:

EUZAEIETH SEI FERT'S NEW NOVEL

HOME

and a general outline of Russian
history.
The college is designed to
attract persons who, by virtue
of their positions in public life,
can best counter the Communist
ideological attack.
These inch& trade unionists,
judges, teachers, journalists and
churchmen of all denominations.
•In-yestigate Legal Base
A second school - the "instite for eastern -laW"- has been
established in Munich, especially
to study the legal basis of Communist states.
.
_Addressing the institute reevilly, Bundestag Parliament
Vice Presideht Richard Jaeger
said that in the Soviet Union
and its satellite states law was
an instrument - of the - ruling
class, designed to uphold the
power of the Communist Party,
ann i.nked neither legally nor
[florally
to a n y independent
standarelg.
He uain:_d that the real danger
le ;he West wotalci. come when
ihe Soviet Union had in some
measure matclied Western material progress and was ready
for Lan_aall.-out offensiye on the
ideological front.
The third school, the "Institute
for Eastern Churches," which
is ,attached to the theological
faculty of Muenster's Wilhelm
University.,
:has a more limited
aim of sttrddying the history or
the Protestant church in German) s eastern territories, and
making its findings, available to
church email-billies.

. TEHRAN. Iran 814 - Premier
Position-4-Eghbal's
Manotichehr
was further stabilized today ha_
lowing his decisive victory in
a parlianientary vote on a financial -lee-tie. Eghbal called for
the vote Thursday after opposition deputy Hossein Pirnia charged the government was mismanaging the nation's finances
Did you know that you CUR acquire a family buriby allowing oil prices to _Skyrocket. The -vote wits 77 to iVree- - al estate and -large drontrfe fa-mily-grave-memorialr les.s. than the average cost of one tombstone?
faeorT-with 17- dep.
Murray Memorial Gardens is the only cemetery in
uties abataining.
Calloway County which will repair Or replace
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Open House Given
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Finds Illinois
Signs Monotonous

Queen Now On'
Best Dressed
List For 1957
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BOB'S TV SERVICE

Contact Freeman Johnson
Of The

West Kentucky Lumber Company

6 Years Experience Servicing TV
In Murray
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Conducting mass at the South Pole.
POLAR PRIEST ON JOB-Here is the Rev. Daniel Linehan, SJ.
Boston college's famed Polar priest, in activities in Antarctica.
He made religious history Dec. 5 when he conducted the first
mass at the South Pole.
(international Boti-iidphotoe)

IT WILL PAY YOU TO READ AND
REMEMBER THIS:

sa

Did Kon know that you can acquire a family burial est§te and large double family gravelnemotial
for less than the average cost of orre tombstone?
Murray Memorial Gardens is the only cemetery in
Calloway County which will repair or replace
any, grave memorial or grave marker ever damaged that is placed in your marker: and that is without cost or burden to your children or future
generations through perpetual care.
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The Doctor's Husban

CHAPTER 31
A MONTH on the secV owl rhurtdays the Clinic
Staff entertained the District
Medical Societv tit tamer
and
turnistied a program afterwards
designed to interest and inform
the doctors present.
For the Irebruaey meeting the
doctors were asked to bring with
them sc owe interesting ease tor a
group discussion, it could be •
present case or a past one.
These medical society meetings
always made Tracy Keenly aware
of ner egvitision tram professional
matters.
She wished
Alcha
would invite ner to attend iu
one ot Olsen. thit relent for the
Christmas meeting w cii all the
wives were feted guest.s tie would
not consider taking net. She'd
surely give nersnit away, he said.
• Yes sometimes women did attend
-the lab te.hnician or the dietician-but not a wife supposedly
ignorant of -medical practices Oh.
ves he'd ten her about the QUIClissinns!
And ne did, sometimes, tie did
when ne came home after. this
4 meeting, his cheeks and lips. cold.
hia tweeds smelling of the tobacco
smoke which had impregnated
everything in the assembly room.
He steetetred out in htit btg
eltaIr. "It was quite a meetirige'
1 he reflected "A real rhubarb.*
' "D'you give your case?"
His eyes flashed hehind Ills
drooping lids. "Heck. no' Wean'
time. A couple of the visiting
men gave cases, then Dans took
over and that finished the evening "
Traci; moved to a place on the
hearth rug beside Michael. "Tell
Imo" she said excitedly.
"I shall but f'd still have to
y he was cute You See he gave
his case history with all the
ptoms. and then he asked Ks
-make a diagnosis And when
t one of its came op with Pd,,
g-nrittia fie bounced like a rub?' hall"
, "What was his rase,
"
"Well, I'll tell it ta von as he
pr,,,nteri it Seems he had -has
- ?hie woman -- seventy-fight -w 9, a growing paralysis In her
i-r limbs Severe pole In the
vo -1 blood shown in the sputum
."'"•-ar,t in the 'urine. Now you're st0-„,grosed to tell us what all.' hcr."
"What was y itr diagnosis' A
clot ""
•
"Yes, mine am? several others'
so then he asked about suggested
treatment and-when We entfrefitfiri anti-co/tridents ne crowed like
• rooster. and informed-as that
we'd he dead wrong! And he did
mean Wad.*
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"What wax his diagnosis 7"
"A dissected aneurism, and a
big-enough one to cut off eirculaLion That's when he drew pictures
Heart, arteries, and so
torth.'•
-Is tie right. do you think?"
"I doubt it he is right Of
course I'm not a specialist in circulatory diseases. but Haws and
I both advised allexploratory. He
-Dana-tells us that one would
be fatal!"
"Why, It needn't be . . . even
II he is right and there is aneurism. What's ne going to do?"
"Nothing
Except day-to-day
mediCation. He" sure as all getout teat the aorta wall will perforate: she'll hemorrhag and of
course die.
.
"Dana was pretty smug tonight about all of us failing to
make his diagnosis. He stnitted
around, grinning, and patting
himself on the back, and when
some stooge asked In an awed
tone hew he'd -ached that diagnosis, he reared hack and Informed UP that he did a lot of
reading. And if we'd only do
enough to keep up on our Journals . ."
"Oh. Michael."
"I didn't think up the right
answer far him until -I was ArtyMg home-which of course was
*that he Wouldn't have time to
;earl either if he'd accept all sorts
of calls The rent of us keep too
busy to read the latest copy of
the Journal.' •
Tracy giggled. -That's where
he got his diagnosis. all right. The
feature article In the last issue
was on aneurisms."
"I know that. He's a nice,little
guy in MOW/ ways. But the big
truth la.,Trarty. he is not a heart
specialist! That has become so
yen' Intricate a speritlItY
She etched, and nodded.
"Along that line," said Michael,
"Strroin, who is on the credentials
committee of the Medical Society,
and of'(purse is with the cliniche passed neer Dana last- spring,
and took his child's heart condition to ii Roston soectalist, who
still treats the hew."
-That's riot good," Tracy
:weed "Not when Dr Stroup
p'OPSI an letting Dana serve the
clinic as it, heart specialist, fle
show. from -his action that he
knows .the clinic ehmild have a
More competent Man.'"
-"We've talked shout the equation a little Stroop and I. Becruise of course I take rare of his
hnv here- it's rheumatic fever.
cod knrok? AM we both Wish WO
could devise Some way be get
Dens hack into general nineties.

For more infOrmation on this limited program,
esti 3Turray 133.

MURRAY MEMORIAL GARDENS, Inc,
Perpetuating the beauty of life and the memory
of the people of Calloway County

NANCY
That's
become an
Important
branch of medicine again, and-"
"You don't think you -could?"
"I'm afraid not. For one thing,
we couldn't ovcreonie the pride he
takes in being a neart specialist
But that's what I mean about
Dana why he should never have
stopped being a first-rate g.p to
become a seeond-rate heart man,"
"Perhaps,- said rracy slowly,
"perhaps the fault Iles with your
credentials committee. You mentioned the fact that doctors won't
record a vote against another doctor. Maybe your clini^ Administrator should be the one to allot
Staff positions to your men, or
men to the places I suppose I
mean. Flmmmn?"
"No. I'd be against that.. Of
course I do think the Administrator should be on the committee,
whether he's a doctor or not.
Though that's hypothetical In our
case. We don't have an Administrator."
Sat Rat up and looked at Michael. "I thought Reese . ."
"Business Manager. And that
only. I think they need a Joint
Administrator for the clinic and
the hospital. There should definitely be some way to give the
whole set- up more coordination.
A ere's:1E11MM cOwirrilttet to accept or reject the claasification of the
Medical Society's group, and an
overall-well-Administrator who
could work with the various medical committees, and not be wa
fitiet‘fiy about ethics."
"I wouldn't especially want the
Job, would you" Though I can
see that the clinic could tine a
Director of that sort."
"I'd take on such a job, perhaps, if my specialty weren't
along other lines, and rm certainly going to work on getting a
joint Administrator," said MI.
chisel with natisfiction. -win you
help me?"
"Oh. Michael!" she protested
swiftly, "I'm out of it Remember?"
He didn't reply for a long minute Then he spoke In a troubled
tone. "I have an increasing feeling that yoe should not be out
of If.'
. ."
"Yes. I know why von wanted
to do things this way. But-you
_ _
are laterite-ed.!"
Interested!"
-Of coin*,
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I DIDN'T HAVE
THE HEART TO USE
YOUR BRAND-NEW
DOORMAT
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ABBIE an' SLATS

*bars
AS SOON AS
WE'RE INSIDE
THIS BUILDING,
I WILL REMOVE
YOUR BLINDFOLD;

Van

Buren

INDEED,THEY A&. BUT NOT
(CHUCKLE) ORDINARY RADIOS.
THESE SETS CAN SEND A
MESSAGE HUNDREDS OF
THOUSANDS OF
MILES!
eft/
11/

r77".
a

ABNER
It DOES THIS BLoir
PEI.A IND YOJ OF A
STEAM SHOVEL?

'(

by Al Copp
OR OF A.
BUTTERFL`l?

\IVH•/
NOT?

NO JCRs/ WILL SEND HER
TO THE CHAIR,'.'- HER
CONFESSIdNS ARE
WORTHLESS!!SHE'S
IN A STATE OF SHOCK!!

SOMETHING HAS THROWN
HER INTO SUCH BLACK,
HOPELESS DESPAIR,THAT
ALL SHE CAN MUMBLE IS
ONE BITTER PHRASE"WHY NOT R"

asee_

Tracy pay's a surprise visit
to Michael's eerier and discover. a attacking situation Don't
miss tomorrow's dramatic theta Ilment Of "The Doctor's
litisband."
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' that Gaillard can get the necessary- vote.
_I_ Further: aorne skeptical
clans are -saying already that
the reform paan would not work
PA1
!anyway.
These critics say, with some
logic, that what France needs
is not a new constitution hut
.1 a new sense of political • respon- • sibility.
•
Sy CHARLES 111, MCCANN
At present. At is - customary
for ,a government to resign when
United Prem 'Staff Correspondent it ., is defeated on a •vote of
France apparently . is: going as Confidence which it has requesta
have either a revised constitusian ea,
or a serious new cabinet crisis
Under Gaillard's ,plan a• gov•
:next- month
carmen! _e_aulclaatid- thrown
oar.
In an attempt to !'end the. say if an absalule Majority-299
long succession of cabinet upsets .members—of the total of, 596
The
which have Weakened France's in the assembly approved 1 totat seven
entire position as a world power. mal • Motion of censure' against
Premier Felix 'Gaillard is ,
s present - a Plan- for conaitutlional
Theasa' reform to . parliament.
The ailemier also would have
Tattle •• x"
"
a-s
The plan would strengthen the the power to dissolve parliament
authority and stability -of thy and call a new election after
peesmeei
Catatatori
government and cortespondingly • the existing parliament had been
a•essaa,'"`""aa decrease the life-and-death pow- in office 18 months, provided
- --given la er which the National Assembly, that he had not first been deatra• "" the controlling house of pazlia- .
feated so
onm,
a p
au
citetio
iz of
l oklse
cd the
merits now holds overatita
_ --The plan has been approved
If the premier Vreteen cens
Cut
Groi creosol by the catiinet. But la,,•11-sustfeared; he president of :the re6:30 anises& be ,agreaselato•by•thearabetpolitical public woulti have the power
the bor -parties which make up Gaillard's : to dissolve parliament after noticoalition ministry.
;tying the Natiinal'ASsembly that
Ni
Then the plan must be an- !-he intended to cla so.
-• Firsin the
proved by. a --two-ttarOS anajorttsar As is i ttsuala•in French politics,
in be Mrs of parliament.
there are same ptizzlina angles
Sou
Necessary Vote Uneertain.
in the present. situation.
the
It is by no 'means certain I First, under the existing cons
The
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NEW HIGH FOR HfLICOPTERS--Capt. cameo
Bowman (rights,.
U.'S. Army nelicopter pilot tette
Wished a world attltuas
record in a neheopter Dec. 26 it."Wi MU. Kan.. receives the
Dusting-waned Flying Cross' in Wastitngton. Decorating turn. is
Army Secretary Water St Bricker: jookin.g._ on is Army_
tanet ot ta
taft Gm Maxwell D Taylor. Bowman hat 30,3:15 feet
in • YH-41 type Cessna Seneca craft. The new record holder is
trona Amboy. zoo. •
(internalspool Boom:fp/sof
_ .
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California Grizzly
Object Of Search

premier is not come3 caucus stanstary, both by Khasi named Rep. Leortard H.s-•
to resign uMeis, he • has
ape. Somerset, minarits caucus.
accaunation.
l'uVI defeated on 'a confidence .
Nomination of Massy ofdieers chairman. Hissiape defea.ed Ii. p.
vote by an absolute majority I
by. Democratelcas less_ dramatic SegeraQualls, Olive Hill, by a
of parliaments But in practice.
with Chandler's choices winning aiate of 11 to la
. a
BERKEJaEY, Calif.
from -Page One)
anly ..two of France's 26 post(Continued from Page One)
aut.
' Rep. 'Charles Was-latichanan. , (Coat:toed,
Zooh.giats are hunting .he (sea
That
s
v.ivs..
,
ii;
,
,
-tt
m:s..Iit 'id
It was'an indication that thia
Saar governments have been de'bear whieh ,..
, Rep. Morris Weintrauh," New- llarbaurville, was naininated mia
S ,viitt 'reluctance , fornia grizzly
legislature may not be as phable
feated by such a majority,. .
a
leader wialaut oppositan. mirth,. sxplain
part, was nominated House .aria
. i been extinct for Incas that. t
such a ft-a,
atmounce
to
The custom is for the premier.! as governors' havta found the speaker
Sen.
named
RapubliCans
Years. but *hey are not cam .,,.
by a V Ore, of 48 to 17 - Sc ate
Rolf Sala:man, the - Swedish
to resign if he has been de- , lawmaking bodies-, in the recent
Wen Ils-Van Moose, Tutar Key,
- • l' '
'I 'A
over Roy Seargy.
.
l - • also re- 1 gum and rheir e prey is not alive
ambassador
feated by a simple majority.
; past:
as minarity lead*, and Sen. Ed
telaphone I They art: loolcint: for ..lpet,,
Rep. Addison L. Everett, Maya"a
It
rhntor.:
Dissolution Unpopular
I, The Senate and
.pered
the
use will
P. Warinner, Albany,. aninority
okbaSsaamens cif the big bear wheats
was named House majority
Sock wily. tine 'premier at pres- ratify nominations m a sae by
c7qweir_9a4ion with the Sti
caucus chairman.
,
Ns'- !hey be in rug foam or stuffet
Dagen.
aiwapaper
ent has the power to, dissolve Deinocratic and Republican cau- leader: Owen Billington, Murray.
m rn:ng
. •
I. .ver the mantel.
imposaible
was
parliakii.ent in certain circ'um'- cuses when the st.ssion formally caucus -chairman; and Will Tom
it
hetera He said
—
grizzlies roamed eats
Many
l
Wathen,
M
so
agantield
'dissolution
,caucus
rig.
secMe
iii
rain
stances.
' .,pens at 1 p.m.
Paul Revere's house, was a ta say NVil'?:v h,
retary, all without opposition
, roasts lanai' rite long ago,' hilt was
unpopulaa thatt • preanier who i
'centhry old bercressit became the -alai. He. caste-a sat
__preserved asf less thin 'it) grin.
resert -ta- it- -virtually • ,Nantanstsad, as Senate Preradelli - -Haase - -RaPutd-tearas eataie--*
"rant"
or !he arTaa-ar
pilfratt.
lies are found in museuins all
,-•• ,
pro tern was Cassius M. Claa, with -a surprise when a maverick
ends his careers
Called "Quite Fantastic"
I-hv world today. Few
The -requirement for an abs-es. . Pais. - Chandler had backed vet,
Typical reaction :oathe rep
She catialogatsd items are susabli
lute majority on a formal vote eran Sen. H. Stanley Blake, Carcam. fr ni Prof. A. C. B. I. ivell,,i_
,r study.
at censure would strengthen the lisle, far the post Blake lost by
dace or , f Britain's gain. Alaer f
It i a :Secret ballot vote at 16 to 12.
Thsre is one comPlete akeleta
iaatrnment - immeasurably.
'lank
!drell
at
J
ixtuiptrant
radar
assorted bones, teeth ara
and
would almost ensure a priemier , Sen. Frank H. Bassett Jr.,
Ledger & Times File
leading
nati-in's
and crie of the•
zzrigie
e,prAis.haltiet etagsriu
log
a
c,foom
claws.
his jab for the five-year life of Hopkineville, won nomination as
experts an. Sputniks:
•to throw away any
nat.
• Senate majority leader over ' Buddy Brown, son of.B. H. Brown ot_Detroit. and
akners
-It's
a parliament.
v
It e.
s.)....44m7
1i_s
2
ic :1•Kit qui'
-farraaie.
arthemo the seriousness of Sen. George E. Overbey. Murray, Mrs. B.
Fu
Tt;
r1Se
H. Brown of Sarasota, Florida, tvas killed in a atheliessable."
.
, •
. • ..
a formal •censure vote would by a vote Of 16 to 12.
sec- -•plane
crash
Martinatissistan•
C.
Sarasota.
D.
Tuesday
afternoon,
January
6.
at
Dia
make it muelj easier for a pre- ! Retire the ,voting, insurgent
bears
are now confaa
Grizaly
J. B. Blalock, formerly of Murray,-has been-included re.ary if Braa.n's Rssal S ;catty
mier to deitida on dissolution.
, senators won the right to a secto Manaina. Wyoming. Idaho
ed
intheBriatb
Serretary
.
f
and
Thus the .assemblymen who ret ballot by the passage of -a in the 1947-49 edition, Vol: 1, of .the. Prominent Underansi pars of Canada, Alaska and'
aernalinal Gesphysical Y it a s ntdcensure pra.bably wotala Talton ileapite oppositian from writers of America Book, just off the press.•
•
Max•
• •
reports
esmmatet,
c„ncetted.
the
Mrs. Emma Page died -Christmas morning following
have , to face the-a-enters and la ministration forces.
.
justify their aetioh.
an illness of more than three years at her home south of could be true. doesatse e.1111. as father of spas:a medicine in the
'ales isp rt
Clay said after his narnina- Hazel.
mach of a airpsise," Martin said.. .United Stars. said it was a "re!ion, "I axpect to serve Governor
Miss Mary Elizabeth Roberts and, Mrs. JanejtboertS
Prrstunia it is part ..f thcar - markable achievement if true"
Chandler in everythirig that • is
McGee -entertained -with a New Year tea at the Robert's -Qta•
Heasaggeatal that :he reportin.
pagram : ,ward's 'apace Matta" to the best interest of my distaict
Swedish Tiaket expert Akio parachute mash; be attached c
and the State of Kentucky. home on Olive Street from 4:30 to 5:30 o'clock.
The Thoroughbreds meet Memphis State Colleg'e AQ-1 Hjerstrand, chairman 'of the i capsule With a space man inThere is room in the party for
— Gwen honest differences of opinion,"
night at 8:30 under the lights at the Carr Wealth Build- Sw -clash Interplanetary Assn.. atde He. said, :he United 'Salta
NEW YORK — i
Verdun - has been '.signed to readded, "it is hardly sbelievealsle. was very close to perfarnara
Sen. Jerry
Fonce
Howell, ing on the Murray State Campus.
the. Seine feat • but 'that actis,
&tate her stage rule in • Warner Price, was elected Democratic
The feature of the evening wilt be the visit of Miss indeed," „
Bros.' *Damp Yankees." which caucus chairman, and Sera Lloyd B
19a4r7
b.
ara Walker, who was selected Mistit America ,of a In San Antonio, Tex., Dr. Hu- il,welopmerass were secret
•imation.
wdLCaastas T„* Hunter. Miss Ms Greene_ Cave City, was elect's
ber:us Strughold, k wits as the
,Yerikin is _eurrntly .starring in
'musical. aNew
the Etniaclutoy
Girl in Town."
Ge•irge Abbott and Stanley •
—also- --teamed to --brthg "T'be Pajama Game" to
the :screen for Warners, will co"Damn
direct
and
protium
Yankees." Richard 'Adler. and
che late Jears• Ross, who wrote
the - music for "The• Pajama
eampoSed • the
Qame,"a , also
Minn Yankee"- sataisa.
The play was written by Abbott
` and- Daughs Wallop from the
lattes!s best-selling natal, "The
altasaasalas Yankees. Lost thePscalnana". "Damn Yankees." •schecia
uld to gs, before, sties cameras
early; -next - sari?. will be , proit:mai in associationaasith Fester'
Robert, E. Griffith
and Har‘.1ci S. Prince. .wiao co,
-or..duced the stage hit.
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24 ways new hi beauty...18 ways new in performance •••
12 ways new in handling, plus 99 other people-pleasing ways

it.ris /of tow.Ivs.sioop.. -you vr
sr.,EN -TALKING SINCE
;:r-5

The easter
an Tuesda
aical !Well(
.Tgglianndia'•
ex and di,
u
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NOTTlasiCHANIt aitgiand ta —
IThe parah magazsne at Si.
N.chalaa Church carried ',be
ltaving boak notice: "Do you like •
thrillers" Get the latest auto- I
mobile assn. handbask. The hotel ;
ices- will curalesaour blood." 1,
.
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We've added up the roster of progress in
Mercury for 58,'find there's too much for one
-page.--The only- answer-mine in today and
-look-touch,teat-and ask!You'll find brilliance everywhere...clean, crisp lines for sparkling
new beauty; new Cool-Power engines with up

t-
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Itter

ha's S"returned
.Nich.ilas Ray
„corder a with •
fr an Eupaspe t
Stuaas Schulberg
arid
Budd
altriut- the: f 3rthc...m:ng Warner i
13r-A.- release. "Acres the Everg:ades." which Ray will direct.
Ray. will visit Florida for 1
araksaaraita Budd Scautberg, and
-to discuss the script far the
Lianas which will go before the i
cameras this fall. Ray. whase
inaaon lactate dirartir.n ereaits I
include -Knack on Any Door"
and. -tteDel Wah tua 3 Cause,"
• attended- the Venice Film Fostissai. where his- latest film. "Bitter Vasti•iry."' was shown.
Backgriund thats recently were I
c anpleted for satcriaa the Everglade's" at the Ilserat Ruck bird
sancatiary
rhe -10.000 alakind,
alang the Everglades on the j
sauth Cass if Florida
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Ten Years Ago Today

BLOOD CURDLING PRICES

WONtiERFUL I;IFTS — I rn.vt a lady the other
day who hitd received- a -.cOlor telephone for
Christmas. She said it was one,of the most original gifts she'd ever' had and was so pleased with.
it she- wa-riftd----t4--oider-seyera-1- for -eorning ;birthdays.---Together lye- made 'the selections for----her
friends, and 'she an decided to order ahother
for herself (the- first is in the -bedroom: the
second is for the kitchen), How about vou?- Got .
any birthdays.or anniver4arie.s coming ur`Why
not _give extension telephones in ‘ccrlor — they're
original, practical and so beauTful.! Just call
onr - Busirres's Office and Mrs. Craw) and Mrs.
Beale our service representhtives will be glad'
to help you and andle all the. details.
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liVeat Virgin'
.4 Driving a
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ahirielf:isr'
11r:a.c
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-• Four
ther wea

to 360 hp;complete newness from self-adjusting
brakes to amazing air-smooth ride.In every way
_including valueiMercury i today's answer
to today's 'driving! Corn:fn_
_See -how much
The Big M offers you in new miracle features,
sta3i-neix. styling and in malty-et-her ways.
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WHO'S N•ittiCY?right here in our et

*

issa gal we zdt--know. Liresty, She's„pretiy.„ ppular, afl,t

ver, grown-up. Often she's wrapped up
just Jet the phonea1IIF
attention That ring ma
and date.

_own. But

in a 'world of her

-het snap tri

par_ty, big new.
of" just anything. But n7Satter w.bat, its IMPOR-1,A\T
... and she just Rouldn't be Withoarra pht;ne. 'In Oise
)ott").e...gue.ssed
„Jilt •is not fe4liy.
.•
posite of our lot..d ikinrrze
out what we older fnli.s have knoWn all al in, I 1 r• - tde
phone is important bel..i.iUSe it keeps us in tou,h. Its us
do 64) faany thins quickly and-easity.-

NEW CASINET-Prime Minister
David Ben-Gurion of Israel
arrives at the residence of
Israeli Preerdent Ben Zwl in
Jerusalem. The former tiald rep'or'ters that he will present a
new eabinet to Parliament
soon. P.en-Gurlon and his caa-salt
ir.et had restarted as a re
ofaa leak of searatsplans to
send an arms mission to West
(international)
Gerniany.

WILSONMERCURY SALES
515 So. 12th St.
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